3D SCANNING
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3D VIRTUAL TOUR
Navigate within our 3D models, it is an unique experience. They are not 360° panoramic
tours. You can actually move inside a space and see it from any angle as if you were really
there, at any time, on any device, even in virtual reality.

3D WALK-THROUGH
Explore your real spaces with our 3D Virtual Tour. Walk as if you were really there, look
around, click or touch the pointers to move. Switch to Inside View to walk around with a
realistic sense of movement through textured mesh.
Apartment in Rome [Real Estate]
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DOLL HOUSE VIEW
We make a 3D scan of your space, not just 360 ° photos.
The “Doll House View” is an unforgettable experience, you can explore your structure as if it
were in your hands.
Multipurpose center, historic building in Naples [Cultural Heritage]

3D FLOOR PLANS
We can deliver a dimensionally accurate 3D floor plans or a schematic black-and-white one,
within 48 hours.
Villa in Lecce [Real Estate]

SIMPLE PROPOSAL
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TAGS, LINKS AND NOTES
Generate more engagement by embedding videos, images, audio or links inside the 3D Virtual
Tour. We use colored tags placed in any place inside the 3D model.
Musmeci bridge, Potenza [Cultural Heritage]

Apartment in Rome [Real Estate]

OUTDOOR SPACES
With a 3D Virtual Tour you can explore also outside spaces.
Acquedotti park, Rome [Cultural Heritage]
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HIGHLIGHT REEL
Do you think exploring a space independently can be boring? We can direct your audience to
points of interest and offer a sit-back exploration mode. Press play and enjoy the show!
Medical center in Milan [Advertising]

EASY EMBED
Our 3D Virtual Tours do not need any additional components.
They work on any device, desktop or mobile, and on any platform whether it is Apple, Android
or Windows mobile.
Hotel in Otranto [Travel & Hospitality]
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VIRTUAL REALITY
3D Virtual Tour are the most engaging way to experience real places directly from your web
browser. Virtual reality brings this sense of immersion to the next level isolating you from
everything you have around. Be an active part of the scene.
Open the 3D Virtual Tour, click on the icon
at the bottom right and follow the
instructions. It is very simple! The result will surprise you.
Any Google Cardboard VR headset and Gear VR headset are fully compatible.
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GOOGLE MY BUSINESS
Every day millions of users all over the world search through Google for various activities. They
type on computers, mobile phones or tablets words like: hotel, bar, restaurant, dentist, fitness
center, etc. in a specific location.
Open your property to web, make it navigable by anyone, it will speed up booking decisions!
With Google My Business we can create your business listing and anyone will find you on
Google and Google Maps. We can add opening hours, phone number, directions and the 3D
Virtual Tour.

Visionaut is
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FAQ
What do I need before booking the appointment for the scan?
Organize the spaces to be scanned. Clean it, reorder and arrange just as you would like to see
them.
How long does it take to scan a space?
Generally a 3D scan of 100 square meters takes about two hours.
What is the processing time?
Generally we can send the link of the 3D Virtual Tour in less than 48 hours from the end of the
scan.
What happens if the sky is gray or cloudy the day of the appointment?
Our machines use HDR technology (High-Dynamic-Range Imaging) that allows the camera to
adapt to light changes. This means that a space is compatible with scanning even on cloudy
days. The presence of artificial lighting guarantees a perfect result.
Can you scan a yard, a garden, a swimming pool or any outdoor spaces pertaining to the
property?
Of course, but at certain times of the day, generally at sunrise and sunset, because our
equipment uses infrared technologies that are disturbed by the light too strong of the sun.
Can I download my 3D Virtual Tour?
We develop the 3D Virtual Tours in a proprietary format. They are neither videos nor photos.
They are a unique file format that can only be used online. For this reason they can not be
downloaded. We host the 3D Virtual Tour on our servers for free for the first year. You can
always renew the subscription at a cost of € 20 for each subsequent year.
How can I embed a 3D Virtual Tour on a website or on Facebook?
Embed a model is very simple: it’s like embedding a YouTube video. Within 48 hours we will
provide the code to copy and paste. You can also use a standard HTML link for social shareing
or in e-mail messages.
Can I have traditional floor plans from the scan?
Yes, we can use the scanned 3D model to create a traditional black and white floor plan.
Are your 3D Virtual Tours like those I saw on Google Street View?
A traditional virtual tour or 360 Virtual Tour is just a gallery of static panoramic photos.
Although there are different techniques, most traditional virtual tours do not allow the viewer
to move around the space smoothly. Traditional photographers use DSLR cameras to capture
multiple photos that are then stitched together to form a sequence of panoramic photos. Our
3D Virtual Tours are really in 3D and allow the viewer to explore the space in an extremely
smoothly way through positions perfectly aligned together. We use high-tech scanners that
have 12 cameras and sensors inside them, not only to capture photos, but to create a threedimensional polygonal mesh through a space scan.
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OUR
OFFER

BASIC
3D VIRTUAL TOUR
3D Walk-Through
Doll House view
3D Floor plans
Highlight Reel
HOSTING
We host on our servers your
3D Virtual Tour for one year

VIRTUAL REALITY
Access link to the platform for using the 3D Virtual Tour
in Virtual Reality with any Cardboard headset

SIMPLE PROPOSAL
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STANDARD
BASIC PLAN

+
360° PHOTO
Panoramic photos extracted from the scan,
with subject and number agreed during booking

HD PHOTO
HD photos extracted from the scan,
with subject and number agreed during booking

TAGS, LINKS AND NOTES
We insert tags, links and notes inside the 3D Virtual Tour

PREMIUM
STANDARD PLAN

+
VIDEO
A walk inside the scanned space,
route agreed during booking

2D FLOOR PLANS
Schematic black and white floor plans

3D MODEL (OBJ)
Points cloud of the scan performed
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3D VIRTUAL TOUR LIVE
We keep the memory of a special moment through photographs or videos that give us back
over time a static frame of what, a specific observer, managed to capture. What would happen
if you could have a scan of an entire scene? Imagine being able to explore that moment from
any angle, enlarge that face or that detail that you had missed, position yourself in the corner
where you can now enjoy the whole scene.
The destiny of memory is of becoming, sooner or later, vague and imprecise and then completely
forgotten. Make your best moments unique and share them with anyone you want, forever.

SIMPLE PROPOSAL
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OBJECT SCAN
Visionaut can scan any type of object with dimensions greater than 5 centimeters, producing
textured 3D models extremely faithful to the original.

BODY AND FACE SCAN
We can scan a human body, or only a specific parts, to generate an extremely detailed 3D
model that, depending on the desired application, can have colors and textures or simply be
a spatial mesh.
Such models can be used, for example, to measure and monitor the evolution of the human
body, in various fields, from medicine to fitness or entertainment.

